
HR PRACTICE IN APPLE COMPANY

This paper discusses Strategic Human Resource Activities at Apple Inc specifically highlighting internal and external
environment of Apple and key strategic.

References; Armstrong, M. The company also employees people from diverse backgrounds. The
consequences of these economic factors reduced the purchasing power of consumers. Therefore, without
training and development program, workers already learn, train, and develop themselves. Software in this
company is including Mac OS, itune, ilife, iwork, aperture, ios, final art studio, logical studio and safari. The
human resources are the driving force towards its development strategy. Business Outsourcing Benefits Apple
has based its success on the strength of its employees. However, its corporate culture does not promote the
morale of the employees. The interviewing panel members have to fill the interview evaluation form for each
applicant interviewed which is submitted to the Human Resource department. In this case, the workers can
learn from their mistakes. This strategy will help the organization to retain its best talents and attract a
competent workforce. As such, the firm has capitalized on the competencies of its staff with the primary
objective of achieving competitive advantage in the market. In short, this branch essentially exists for the sole
purpose of benefiting the establishment and ensuring its progress. Apple is known as a different company in
many ways. Combination of protective casing and stand for portable handheld electronic device. If Human
Resource Department performs this function well then the value of organization will be increased and it helps
the company to achieve their goals and targets in the given time. They provide visionary guidance to the
organization in their field of expertise Storey,  Apple as an admirable company with high revenue and high
profit has been evaluated It was later renamed to Apple Inc. Employees will get stock grants periodically if
they could contribute something big to the company. This will enable it to extend its value proposition to offer
rewards which are slightly higher than the competitors.


